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Abstract—Broadband acoustic source transmissions recorded
on Seagliders at ranges up to 700 km are used to estimate sub-
surface glider position. Because the sources transmitted at 9-min
intervals the glider moved appreciably between source receptions.
Source–glider ranges estimated from acoustic arrivals were com-
bined using least squares analysis to estimate glider position and
velocity during each reception period. The analysis was applied to
387 sets of source transmissions using three different flight models
of glider subsurface motion for initial position input values. The
offsets between the position estimated from the flight models and
the acoustically derived position resulting from the inversions were
600–900-m root mean square (rms) depending upon the model and
input parameters. The offsets were tripled if the positions from
the flight models were not corrected for a dive-averaged current
(DAC). Estimates of a posteriori errors ranged from 78–105-m
rms and from 9.1–11.6-cm/s rms for glider position and velocity,
respectively. Data residuals were on the order of 50-m rms, a
dramatic reduction from 178-m rms, which was documented for
the case neglecting the motion of the glider between subsequent
source transmissions (Van Uffelen et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol.
134, pp. 3260–3271, 2013). Overall horizontal glider speed was
estimated to be approximately 21-cm/s rms.
Index Terms—Marine technology, underwater acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTION

G LOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) technology
has become ubiquitous and indispensable in scientific

and military instruments, as well as in everyday civilian devices
such as cellphones, since the system became operational in
the 1990s. Now, some GPS receivers can achieve centimeter
precision [1]. The electromagnetic signals used by GPS do not
travel underwater, but sound travels for great distances in this
environment. Seagliders, which are autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) designed for persistent ocean monitoring, are
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positioned using GPS at the surface, but can be underwater for
several hours at a time during which time they are unable to
obtain a position from GPS. Here we explore the precision to
which gliders can be localized at ranges up to 700 km using
five moored broadband acoustic sources.
Gliders are powerful tools for ocean measurements, with ap-

plications ranging from collecting oceanographic temperature
measurements to military surveillance. For ocean acoustic ap-
plications, gliders equipped with acoustic recording devices can
complement or be used in place of more traditional, and more
expensive, moored systems or ship-based receivers. In partic-
ular, gliders have potential to be used as moving ocean acoustic
tomography receivers to enhance the resolution of a tomography
array, as was shown to be possible using moving ship-based re-
ceivers in the Moving Ship Tomography Experiment in 1991
[2]. It is important, however, to accurately and precisely posi-
tion the glider-based receiver to resolve the fundamental ambi-
guity between position and sound speed.
Narrowband RAFOS [3] signals have been used to navigate

gliders under the ice in the Arctic with travel-time residuals on
the order of 2–3 s, which result in positioning uncertainties of a
few kilometers [4]. Broadband source signals commonly used
in acoustic tomography experiments offer significantly higher
travel-time resolution, which further reduce the positioning un-
certainty [5], [6].
During a tomography experiment performed in the Northern

Philippine Sea in 2010–2011 (PhilSea10), four Seagliders, each
equipped with an acoustic recorder system (ARS), were de-
ployed at various locations around a pentagonal array of moored
acoustic tomography sources. The ARS on each glider recorded
over 2000 transmissions from five acoustic sources at ranges of
up to 700 km. Acoustically derived ranges from sets of five se-
quential source transmissions, spaced at 9-min intervals, were
combined using the stochastic inverse method of least squares
to estimate a single glider position, with estimated uncertainty
of 106-m root mean square (rms) in horizontal position and data
residuals of 178-m rms [7].
In this work, an improved least squares positioning model in-

corporates a constant velocity offset model of glider motion to
account for distance traveled by the glider between source trans-
missions, as the sources did not transmit simultaneously and the
glider can move appreciably between source receptions. Esti-
mates of horizontal glider velocity are also produced by this
analysis. Three models of glider motion are presented in this
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Fig. 1. Acoustic Seaglider tracks in the Philippine Sea. Heavy dots indicate
positions of gliders while collecting data. Squares indicate deployment posi-
tions. Black diamonds indicate positions of the acoustic moorings. A moored
distributed vertical line array (DVLA) of hydrophone receivers was also de-
ployed as part of the experiment. (Reproduced from [7].)

work: a dead-reckoned model (DR), which assumes a straight
line path in latitude and longitude, corrected for a GPS sur-
face position at the conclusion of a dive; a glide-slope model
(GSM), which is largely based on measured vertical velocity;
and a hydrodynamic model (HDM), which incorporates glider
guidance and control maneuvers of pitch and roll as well as esti-
mates of buoyancy relative to the surrounding seawater, which
are based on measurements of temperature, conductivity, and
pressure. This work also includes glider receptions that capture
three, four, or five source transmissions, whereas the analysis
done in [7] includes only those receptions that contained sig-
nals from all five acoustic sources.
The PhilSea10 experiment is described in more detail in Sec-

tion II. The constant velocity offset model of glider motion and
least squares position estimation methodology are presented in
Section III. Positioning results using three different models for
glider flight paths are presented and discussed in Section IV, and
concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. PHILSEA10 EXPERIMENT

A. Moored Tomography Experiment
Six acoustic transceivers (T1–T6) were deployed in deep

water (approximately 5500 m) in the Philippine Sea from April
2010 toMarch 2011 as part of the U.S. Office of Naval Research
(ONR)-sponsored PhilSea10 experiment [9]. The moorings
were positioned in a pentagonal arrangement with a radius
of approximately 330 km (Fig. 1). Each transceiver mooring
supported an acoustic source [10], [11] moored at nominally
1050 m, the approximate depth of the sound channel axis.
Each source was navigated throughout the deployment using
a long-baseline navigation system of three bottom-mounted
acoustic transponders.
The sources T1–T6 sequentially transmitted 135-s linear fre-

quency modulated (LFM) sweeps from approximately 200–300
Hz, although the start and stop frequencies of the sweeps varied

slightly from one source to the next ([7], Fig. 3). The source
transmissions in a sequence were separated in time by 9 min,
with T1 transmitting on the hour, followed by the T2 transmis-
sion 9 min after the hour, followed by T3, etc. The sequence
of source transmissions was repeated every three hours on odd-
numbered yeardays beginning at 0000, 0300, 0600, , 2100
UTC throughout the duration of the deployment.

B. Acoustic Seagliders in the Philippine Sea
Four acoustic Seagliders (SG023, SG500, SG511, and

SG513) were deployed in November 2010 in various posi-
tions around the array; they then transited different paths,
roughly clockwise around the array (Fig. 1). The Seagliders
are buoyancy-driven AUVs [12]. The pitch and roll of the
Seagliders are adjusted by shifting an internal mass, and their
effective buoyancy is altered by pumping oil between internal
and external bladders. The gliders were programmed to dive
to 1000-m depth. Vertical glider velocity is calculated from
a pressure sensor, and typical descent and ascent rates were
approximately 9 cm/s.
Conductivity, temperature, and pressure measurements were

collected throughout each dive. Each glider was also equipped
with an ARS that collected data from a single High-Tech Inc.
HTI-92-WB hydrophone at a sampling rate of 4 kHz for 3200 s
beginning at the nominal transmit time for the T1 source [7].
Each recording period included receptions from up to five

sources (T1–T5). The T6 source had ceased transmitting before
the glider deployment, so no transmissions were received by the
gliders. The gliders continued traveling in a sawtooth pattern as
they recorded; therefore, each reception is at a different range
and depth with respect to the moored sources. In all, 2111 usable
receptions were collected throughout the duration of the glider
deployment.

III. SUBSURFACE GLIDER LOCALIZATION
Since the underwater position of a glider is virtually un-

known, various models can estimate the position underwater
using the GPS positions when on the surface before and after
a dive, depth (from pressure), glider attitude (roll, pitch, yaw),
heading, and buoyancy relative to water density. The simplest
is a dead-reckoned (DR) position, corrected for a dive-averaged
current (DAC). The DAC is calculated from the difference
between the actual surfacing position at the conclusion of
a dive and the DR position. The estimates given in [7] are
primarily of this kind. These surface positions are combined
with measurements of glider depth from an onboard pressure
sensor to build a DR dive profile. A Kalman filter also uses the
DAC for navigational control [12].
The University of Washington Seaglider code now offers two

more models of underwater glider position as a function of time
[13]. TheGSM takes into account the pitch of the vehicle and the
vertical velocity calculated from measurements of pressure and
time to estimate a dive profile. The HDM uses the glide slope
model as a first guess and then incorporates the buoyancy of
the vehicle based on seawater density inferred from the conduc-
tivity, temperature, and depth measurements made by the glider.
Glider control maneuvers of roll and pitch are incorporated into
this model.
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These models were corrected for DAC and were used to esti-
mate the latitude, longitude, and depth of the gliders at the time
when they received the acoustic transmissions. These positions
served as first guess positions for the least squares inversions,
and are designated as dynamically estimated positions. Ranges
from the source to the dynamically estimated positions are like-
wise designated as dynamically estimated ranges.

A. Determination of Source–Glider Range
Temporal acoustic arrival structure was obtained using

matched filter processing, taking account of the measured ef-
fective sweep times and frequencies of the LFM source signals.
Absolute travel-time measurements incorporated source trans-
mission delays and measured source and ARS clock offsets.
For the longer ranges between the source and the glider, the
pattern of refracted acoustic ray arrivals spreads out over on
the order of about 4 s.
The patterns of measured acoustic arrivals were aligned with

acoustic eigenray predictions by shifting them in time to ob-
tain the best visual alignment. The eigenray predictions were
obtained by performing acoustic ray simulations between the
transmitting source position, corrected for mooring motion, and
the latitude, longitude, and depth estimated from the DR, GSM,
and HDMmodels at the time of the most intense arrival peak of
the acoustic reception.
A single sound-speed profile was used for all acoustic pre-

dictions. This temporally and spatially averaged sound-speed
profile was constructed from temperature and salinity measure-
ments collected from the gliders throughout the PhilSea10 de-
ployment in the upper ocean and World Ocean Atlas clima-
tology in the deep ocean [7]. The use of a single sound-speed
profile does introduce significant data error associated with the
ocean state estimation, as the glider temperature and salinity
measurements were collected over several months and a large
geographical area. The uncertainty due to the sound-speed pro-
file is estimated at 70 ms of travel time [15], and is accounted
for as data error in the least-squares inversions outlined in Sec-
tion III-B.
For each acoustic reception, a travel-time offset between

measured acoustic arrivals and ray-tracing predictions yielded
an estimated offset to the dynamically estimated range. The
travel-time offset was multiplied by a sound speed of 1500
m/s, a representative sound speed for the part of the ocean
traversed by the gliders, to obtain a new range from the trans-
mitting source to the glider. Since the source positions are well
known from the mooring motion corrections applied from the
long baseline acoustic tracking, these offsets in range were
attributed to glider positioning uncertainty and constitute the
data used here. The new ranges from the transmitting sources
are designated here as acoustically derived ranges. Acoustically
derived ranges from a set of sequential source transmissions
were combined using least squares to estimate glider position,
designated as acoustically derived position (Fig. 2).

B. Stochastic Inverse Method of Least Squares Incorporating
Constant Velocity Offset
Simple triangulation for glider position is not optimal as the

PhilSea10 acoustic sources did not transmit simultaneously. As

Fig. 2. Circles indicate acoustically derived ranges from sources T1 (red, 275.6
km), T2 (orange, 115.4 km), T3 (green, 384.6 km), T4 (blue, 563.0 km), and T5
(magenta, 493.5 km) for SG513 Dive 204, Reception 1 (top). Diamonds of the
same colors indicate source positions. On this scale, the range circles appear to
cross at the measured glider location. An expanded view of the region near the
intersection of the circle arcs (bottom) shows the DR dynamically estimated po-
sitions for each source reception (stars corresponding in color with those listed
above) and corresponding acoustically derived positions resulting from the least
squares inversion (triangles). The black triangle indicates the corresponding po-
sition from [7], which neglects the glider motion between transmissions.

a first step, the acoustically derived ranges estimated from each
of the receptions in a sequence of source transmissions were
combined using the stochastic inverse method of least squares
to estimate a single position (nominally the position at the time
of the reception from the T3 source) in [7]. The least squares
solutions indicate that the acoustically derived range offsets in a
set of sequential source receptions are consistent, but they do not
account for the motion of the glider during the 9 min between
acoustic source transmissions other than accounting for this in
the error budget (Fig. 2).
Here, the glider position is calculated at the time of each

source reception, assuming that the glider has a constant hor-
izontal velocity offset during the reception period. The acousti-
cally derived range offsets from dynamically estimated
positions translate the dynamically estimated positions in lati-
tude and longitude (Fig. 3, circles), which is analogous to the po-
sition offsets in [7]. As the offsets are small, a local rectangular
coordinate system is assumed. Constant horizontal velocity off-
sets are determined that further rotate and dilate the
dynamically estimated positions to obtain an estimate that best
(in the least squares sense) aligns the glider trajectory with the
measured travel-time (range) offsets to obtain the acoustically
derived position (Fig. 3, triangles). The least squares solution
for position and velocity offset is done simultaneously.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATA AND MODEL ERRORS FOR LEAST SQUARES INVERSIONS AS WELL AS STATISTICS OF RESULTS FOR THREE DIFFERENT GLIDER FLIGHT
MODELS. RESULTS FOR EACH GLIDER FLIGHT MODEL ARE SHOWN USING A VERY CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATE OF DOPPLER POSITIONING AND A PRIORI

ERROR ESTIMATION, AN ESTIMATE WITH DOPPLER ERROR ESTIMATES BASED ON THE GLIDER’S DIVE PROFILE, AND A THIRD ESTIMATE
WHICH NEGLECTS DOPPLER ALTOGETHER. ALL VALUES GIVEN ARE RMS VALUES

Fig. 3. This diagram demonstrates the transformation from the dynamically es-
timated position to the acoustically derived position as presented in Fig. 2. Stars
indicate DR glider model positions at the reception times of the five source re-
ceptions, and the color scheme from Fig. 2 applies. The filled circles indicate
the glider position adjusted by only the position offsets from the least
squares analysis, and are analogous to the positions presented in [7]. These po-
sitions are dilated and rotated using the glider velocity offsets es-
timated from the least squares analysis, and the triangles indicate the resulting
acoustically derived glider position.

The depth of the glider is assumed to be known, and is in-
ferred from a pressure sensor for all models. Due to the phys-
ical separation of the hydrophone and the pressure sensor, the
accuracy of the reported depth of the hydrophone at the time of
reception is dependent on the orientation of the glider at the time
of reception and is known to within about a meter.
Acoustically derived glider position estimates were calcu-

lated using the stochastic inverse method of least squares [14]
for each of the 387 Seaglider receptions with three or more
source transmissions using the linearized observation equation

(1)

where is the data, or innovation vector, consisting of the range
offsets that are the differences between the acoustically derived
ranges and the dynamically estimated ranges. Values for had

an rms of 618 m for the DR model, 460 m for the GSM model,
and 540 m for the HDM model (Table I). The model vector
represents the (east) and (north) displacement of the glider
positions, as well as the velocity offset in the - and -direction.
Position and velocity offsets are determined relative to the po-
sition and velocity estimates extracted from the DR, GSM, and
HDM dive profiles. Glider depth is sufficiently well known that
it is not included in the inverse model

(2)

The observation matrix relates the range offsets to the glider
position and velocity using the source–receiver geometry

(3)

where angle refers to the geodesic angle between the glider
and the source T with respect to due north, and refers to
the time delay between the reception from source T and the
reception from source T3.
The inverse of is denoted by and depends on the data

error covariance and the a priori model error co-
variance

(4)

giving the model estimate and its associated a posteriori
model error covariance

(5)
(6)

The diagonal terms of represent the a priori model error in
the glider position estimate due to the length of time between a
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surface GPS position fix and the acoustic reception as well as
the approximate adjustment to glider velocity (Table I). The av-
erage time to a GPS position fix was 100 min and the average
horizontal glider speed was estimated at 17 cm/s. These were
used to obtain a measure of glider position error. A priori ve-
locity error was conservatively estimated at 17 cm/s.
The data error covariance matrix is a combination of mea-

surement and representation errors, including the uncertainty in
range due to eigenray pattern matching, estimated to be (10 ms
1500 m/s) , uncertainty due to ocean sound-speed variability,

estimated to be (70 ms 1500 m/s) in this region [15], and the
error due to Doppler effects on travel time (Table I).
The error due to Doppler effects is estimated using the

PhilSea10 source signal parameters [9] and [16, eq. (16)]. For
the conservative estimate in Table I, this error was estimated at
(46 ms 1500 m/s) for a glider traveling at 17 cm/s directly
toward a source, a conservative estimate as the orientation of
the glider with respect to the source will vary. In subsequent
iterations, the Doppler error was calculated for each source
reception individually, using the component of glider velocity
in the direction of the source, based on the estimated positions
and times in the dive profiles. Another estimate was performed
neglecting Doppler effects (Table I).

IV. RESULTS
Dynamically estimated glider position and velocity were ad-

justed according to the position offsets in longitude and latitude
and the velocity offset resulting from the least squares inver-
sions (Figs. 2 and 3). Compiled results for the 387 sequences
consisting of three, four, or five source receptions indicated po-
sition offsets of 841-m rms, 633-m rms, and 749-m rms from the
positions from the DR, GSM, and HDM dive profiles, respec-
tively, assuming a conservative estimate of a priori and Doppler
errors. The corresponding speed offsets were 12.3-, 12.1-, and
12.8-cm/s rms (Table I).
Residuals and a posteriori errors were approximately the

same for each of the three flight models, indicating that the
choice of glider position model does not significantly impact
the final acoustic positioning results (Table I).
Data presented for the DR dive profiles is comparable with

the preliminary results presented in [8], but values are slightly
different as further corrections have been made to acoustic
source timing and mooring motion. In particular, a difference
of 183 ms for the T5 source delay was discovered. The cor-
rection of this delay is particularly evident in the decrease of
approximately 20-m rms in residuals relative to the preliminary
results presented in [8].
A posteriori error estimates of 105-m rms are nearly identical

to those estimated in [8] as well as those presented in [7], which
did not incorporate a constant velocity offset adjustment model
for glider motion. However, the analysis described in [7] only
included data receptions with five source receptions, whereas
the analysis here was extended to include all data records with
three, four, or five source transmissions. When the analysis de-
scribed here was performed for only those data records with
five acoustic receptions, the resulting a posteriori errors were
reduced to 91-m rms in the horizontal. The a posteriori error
estimates were reduced by incorporating the constant velocity

model of glider motion, but perhaps the greatest advantage of
incorporating a constant velocity adjustment model is the re-
duction of the residuals. The residuals of 178-m rms from the
analysis described in [7] (which also did include the aforemen-
tioned source delay error) were reduced to 53-m rms using the
model presented here.
The a posteriori errors here are largely influenced by the ap-

proximation of a priori data and model errors. The error esti-
mation attributed to Doppler is almost certainly an overestima-
tion as it assumes the worst case scenario, that is, that the glider
is heading directly toward or away from each source (Table I,
column group 1). If Doppler error is instead calculated specif-
ically for each reception from each source and included in the
inversion, the a posteriori position errors decrease from 105-m
rms to 85-m rms (Table I, column group 2). If Doppler error is
neglected in the inversion, the a posteriori error is further re-
duced to 78-m rms (Table I, column group 3). Similar patterns
with respect to the adjustment of data errors used in the inver-
sion are observable in the GSM and HDM glider flight models
as well.
The observation that expressly calculating Doppler for each

reception actually increased the a posteriori error and also
slightly increased the residuals with respect to the case where
Doppler is neglected may point to uncertainty in instantaneous
glider velocity and orientation with respect to the transmitting
source.
Further evidence of uncertainty in glider velocity is the rela-

tively high a posteriori error. Horizontal glider speed estimates
from the least squares inversions were fairly consistent between
the three models (20.5–22.2-cm/s rms), but had error estimates
as high as 11.6-cm/s rms. The horizontal glider speed estimates
were consistently higher than the average horizontal glider
speed of 17 cm/s, which was calculated from simple glider
dive durations and distances. The speeds calculated from the
inversion were consistently higher because the glider typically
did not follow a direct path during the course of a dive, but was
influenced by the strong subsurface currents in the Philippine
Sea. The influence of strong currents was evident in glider
progress toward a waypoint during the mission; sometimes the
glider surfaced very close to its dive position, hardly making
any progress toward the waypoint, and at other times the glider
could travel as far as 10 km in a single dive. The a priori
velocity error was set at 17 cm/s, a conservative estimate,
which leaves the velocity relatively unconstrained.
The a priori errors are based on physical parameters and are

independent of the results of the inversion; however, the results
do indicate that the a priori errors estimated here are conser-
vative model error estimates. The position offsets listed in the
Inversion Statistics section of Table I indicate that the offsets
between the dynamically estimated positions from each of the
three different flight models and the acoustically derived posi-
tions determined by least squares inversion were on the order
of 460–618-m rms, much less than the a priori position error of
1020 m. Likewise, the glider velocity offsets were also less than
the 17-cm/s a priori error estimate.
Decreasing the model errors results in increased residuals in

the inversion results. As an experiment, model errors were de-
creased to the point where the residuals were approximately
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Fig. 4. Dive profiles for SG511 Dive 385, collected on February 15, 2011, according to DR (black), GSM (green), and HDM (blue). Dashed lines indicate profiles
uncorrected for the DAC. Triangles of the same color along the dive profiles indicate the apogee of the dive, where the glider transitions from a dive to a climb.
Colored dots indicate dynamically estimated positions along each path at times corresponding to acoustic receptions for T1 (red), T2 (orange), T3(green), T4 (blue,
absent in this case), and T5 (magenta). Two sets of source transmissions were received during this dive, one at midnight GMT on the descent and one three hours
later on the climb, indicated by the lower and upper sets of dots, respectively. Acoustically derived least squares positioning results are shown as diamonds, colored
according to the color scheme used in Fig. 2. Positioning results are differentiated by the outline color of the diamonds for the DR (black), GSM (green), and HDM
(blue) models. The results are very close and often overlap, indicating that the first guess position does not have a large effect on the outcome of the least squares
inversion.

equal to the magnitude of the total input data error for the case
of the GSM model with calculated Doppler. When a priori po-
sition error was decreased to 150 m and a priori speed error was
reduced to 1 cm/s, the inversion resulted in residuals of 118-m
rms (approximately equal to the value of 119-m rms presented in
Table I). A posteriori position errors were 66-m rms in and .
This is obviously an underestimation of model errors, but does
demonstrate the extent to which a posteriori error could be re-
duced with improved prior knowledge of glider trajectories.
The choice of glider flight model to use as a first guess posi-

tion in the least squares inversion does not drastically affect the
end results for the acoustically derived positions. Fig. 4 shows
the DR, GSM, and HDM flight paths for a single dive which
included two different sets of acoustic receptions, separated by
three hours. The positions resulting from the inversion are in-
dicated as diamonds with different outline colors but are not
entirely distinguishable from each other because they are very
close in position. In fact, the average standard deviation for the
inversion results from the three different flight models is only
4.8 m.
For all cases, regardless of Doppler, the position offsets for

the GSM model were the most consistent with the acous-
tically derived positions in comparison with the DR and HDM
flight models. (In Fig. 4, the solution for the first set of trans-
missions lies very closely along the line for the DR dive profile;
however, this is just a single dive example and this was not al-
ways the case.) As might be expected, the innovation for the the
GSM data, which indicates the initial offset between the dynam-
ically estimated range and the acoustically derived range, was
also the smallest with respect to the other dive profile estimates
(Table I).

If we choose the GSM model, the closest approximation of
the acoustically derived results of the three models investigated
here, and assume the Doppler error is negligible we get the
lowest a posteriori error estimate of 78-m rms. The corre-
sponding velocity error is also lower at 9.1- and 10.1-cm/s rms
in and , respectively, and residuals are 49-m rms.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is counterintuitive that the GSM model showed better
agreement with the acoustic solution than the HDM, as the
latter incorporates more details of the glider control maneuvers
as well as relative buoyancy information. It should be stressed,
however, that ocean currents have a large influence on the
motion of the glider, and correspondingly, the DAC has a sig-
nificant impact on the dynamically estimated positions (Fig. 4).
The dynamically estimated positions discussed here were all
corrected for DAC. Compiled DAC values for all glider dives
resulted in an average magnitude of 18 cm/s. Dynamically
estimated positions not corrected for DAC were approximately
three times farther from the acoustically derived positions than
were the DAC-corrected positions.
The DAC estimate is not a simple instantaneous vertical av-

erage, but a complicated path integral of current as a function of
depth, position, and time. It is, therefore, difficult to estimate the
glider position at any given time during a dive without knowl-
edge of the currents acting upon it, particularly in parts of the
ocean that display strong current structure, such as this region
of the Philippine Sea. Although the transmissions in PhilSea10
only give us a few points to estimate glider position during each
dive, acoustic tracking of gliders does shed light on the un-
certainty in underwater glider position. Departures of the same
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order frommodeled glider positions were also measured using a
network of bottom-mounted acoustic transponders off the coast
of Oahu in 2011 [7].
Including the constant-velocity offset in the least squares in-

version resulted in a drastic reduction of residuals from 178- to
53-m rms for the most conservative model, and a posteriori po-
sition error remained about the same. If we further refine the
data errors, the a posteriori errors are also reduced from 105-
to 85-m rms, and to 78-m rms if Doppler is neglected. In future
experiments, the use of Doppler-sensitive signals such as -se-
quences or up–down LFM could be used to directly measure
vehicle velocity, further reducing uncertainties.
The largest remaining contributor to the data error is the error

due to the ocean state estimation. Here, a single temporally and
spatially averaged sound-speed profile was used for all of the
acoustic simulations from November 2010 to March 2011. A
better knowledge of the ocean environment would improve the
ray travel-time calculations which would give more precise in-
formation on the location of the glider, further reducing posi-
tioning error. Ocean state estimation models have been con-
stantly improving and increasing resolution both temporally and
spatially, and the incorporation of these models would be a log-
ical next step to reducing error in glider position estimates at
long ranges.
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